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From From New York TimesNew York Times bestselling author Mary Balogh comes the third novel in the Horsemen Trilogy, in which a bestselling author Mary Balogh comes the third novel in the Horsemen Trilogy, in which a

proper English lady discovers how desirable she really is after one very improper night...proper English lady discovers how desirable she really is after one very improper night...

  
Sophia Armitage does not consider herself attractive. Even her late husband treated her more as a companion than a

lover when she accompanied him to war. But Sophia hopes to enjoy a Season in London as her niece makes her social

debut—until, that is, her hopes are dashed when she is faced with a threat she can reveal to no one. Then she meets Sir

Nathaniel Gascoigne, an old army friend, and falls in love with him even as she must discourage his growing passion

for her. Nathaniel can sense Sophia's unhappiness and fear, but does not understand that his attempts to protect and

help her can only bring about her downfall...

Amazon.com ReviewAmazon.com Review

Mary Balogh reconfirms her reputation as a superlative writer of Regency romance in this well-drawn, ultimately

moving love story between a war hero's widow and her longtime friend. Nathaniel Gascoigne knew Sophie as a

colleague's supportive wife when he fought in the Peninsular War. Now, meeting the widowed Sophie in London

after a long separation, Nat is surprised by her unexpected agreement that they share discreet lovemaking, no strings

attached. But a secret involving Sophie's former marriage has left her vulnerable to a blackmailer, and just when the

satisfaction she offers to Nat makes him most eager to prolong their dalliance, Sophie decides she has no choice but

to break it off. Nat's gradual insights into Sophie's character, and the couple's struggles to act honorably yet remain

true to themselves, are beautifully handled. As a delightful contrast, there's the barbed repartee between Nat's
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independent-minded cousin and his marriage-shy best friend, which develops into a witty and satisfying secondary

romance. Balogh's masterful command of the Regency period, and her skill at dramatizing subtle nuances of

character, endow her books with rare and rich rewards. --Ellen Edwards
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